SUMMARY In this paper, we propose a patch-wise learning based approach to deal with the multiple-shot people re-identification task. In the proposed approach, re-identification is formulated as a patch-wise set-toset matching problem, with each patch set being matched using a specifically learned Mahalanobis distance metric. The proposed approach has two advantages: (1) a patch-wise representation that moderates the ambiguousness of a non-rigid matching problem (of human body) to an approximate rigid one (of body parts); (2) a patch-wise learning algorithm that enables more constraints to be included in the learning process and results in distance metrics of high quality. We evaluate the proposed approach on popular benchmark datasets and confirm its competitive performance compared to the state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
People re-identification is the task of recognizing specific individuals from different camera views. It helps to understand the behavior of people across camera networks, and thus is an important task in video surveillance. In people re-identification, the most critical challenge is that the same people could appear very different owing to the non-rigid appearance deformations as well as the varying light illumination; while different people may appear extremely similar due to the same reasons. This is the so-called "inter-/intraclass variance" issue, i.e., the inter-class variance is sometimes even smaller than the intra-class variance.
Due to low image resolutions and large distances between people and cameras, biological information such as people's face or gait are generally unavailable for people re-identification in many cases of practical use. In addition, because of discontinuity in visual fields of nonoverlapped multiple cameras, continuous visual tracking and intra-camera motion estimation of people also cannot be reliably utilized in re-identification [1] .
Therefore, existing research mainly focuses on building feature representations to bridge the "semantic gap" of person's appearance. The re-identification can then be accomplished by measuring the similarity based on these feature representations. Such a procedure can be conducted by employing multiple-shot approaches (i.e., using multiple images) or single-shot approaches (i.e., using only one image). Single-shot approaches have been well studied during the last few years [2] - [6] . On the other hand, multiple-shot approaches, which are more practically applicable when long-term observations are available, have attracted increasing attention recently [7] - [11] . This paper focuses on using multiple-shot images to achieve accurate people re-identification.
Related Work
According to how to tackle the inter-/intra-class variance issue, existing multiple-shot re-identification methods can be roughly divided into the following groups. Approaches in the first group perform the similarity comparison based on the feature representation of the holistic appearance. These approaches mainly employ machine learning methods, such as distance metric learning, to seek optimal solutions for re-identification. They attempt to seek an induced feature space, where the appearance instances of different people will be far apart, while the appearance instances of the same people will stay together, i.e., the inter-class will be ideally larger than the intra-class variance. Wu et al. [8] proposed a set-based discriminative ranking (SBDR) model. They integrated the set-based comparison and feature learning into a distance learning framework. The intra-class variance can be moderately tolerated in the setbased distance. This method was later used by Li et al. in their common nearest neighbour model [12] . The similarity between the probe images and the gallery images are measured by using a fixed rank-order distance. The above mentioned methods can work well when the distance metrics are well estimated. However, in the practical perspective, the inter-/intra-class variance is mainly caused by the varying illumination (due to the different camera views and resolutions), and by the non-rigid deformation (due to the different viewpoints and appearances). These methods may easily fail to suppress the variance issue simultaneously in the case where both of the causes are severe. Li et al. projected the feature representation taken from different views to align them locally on different feature subspaces [5] . Each subspace was associated with different specific properties of feature representation. They tried to decompose the inter-/intra-class variance issue into pieces, and solve them in these different subspaces. In a similar manner, our previous work formulated appearance representation as instances distributed in a multi-modal feature space, and performed a local distance comparison to deal with the inter-/intra-vari-
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⃝ 2015 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers ance [9] . By utilizing information from existing datasets, an adaptive metric learning method is further introduced to strength the multi-modal distribution properties [11] . In the single-shot re-identification field, the relative distance comparison based metric learning [13] , kernel based metric learning methods [14] , and deep neural network based deep metric [15] are also discussed and presented. Despite a substantial amount of effort, the inter-/intra-class variance issue remains as a great challenge. Approaches in the second group perform the comparison between the corresponding parts of the people appearance to measure the similarity. These approaches essentially utilize spatial information to align the corresponding parts against the inter-/intra-class variance, which is mainly caused by non-rigid deformation of people appearance [3] , [16] , [17] . The relative parts are first extracted then fed into the feature representation for comparison. The accurate extraction or detection of the relative parts will result in efficient comparison. However, they easily fail to deal with the variance issues caused by the varying light illumination. Therefore, the effective features are expected to be designed to tackle such issues. Bazzani et al. [18] proposed the histogram plus epitome (HPE) method for feature representation. They extracted global information about the human body using a color histogram and performed local epitomic analysis on the recurrent local patch for parts alignment. This method was then extended to the asymmetrybased HPE (AHPE) method by introducing asymmetry information to further indicate the correspondence of people appearance [7] . Doretto et al. [1] proposed a more generic histogram model, which was obtained by computing the local HOG descriptors in Log-RGB color space. The signatures of people appearance are then utilized for comparison. S. Bak et al. [19] selected the descriptive features on the basis of specific regions, which are densely sampled on the whole appearance. They then performed the reidentification by using the various matching strategies. The recent works of Zhao et al. [4] , which introduced salient information to aid the corresponding part comparison, are also noteworthy. Although the corresponding-part-comparisonbased approaches have achieved the state-of-the-art performance [16] , their real-world applications and further improvements are limited by many issues. For example, given that these approaches depend on rough or exact corresponding part information, a failure in extracting such information can severely affect the accuracy of the re-identification process. Meanwhile, designing good feature representation needs expert knowledge and additional consumption for a specific end-to-end task.
Basic Idea
As above discussion, the main challenge in the first group is that the varying illumination issue and non-rigid deformation issue usually twist together. The metric learning method is effective, however it generally fails to deal with both issues together. One efficient method is to weaken the effects of the non-rigid deformation issue, such as projecting feature representations to common subspaces or formulating them in multi-modal distribution [5] , [9] , and focus on dealing with the varying illumination issue. In the second group, the approaches are efficient in comparing the corresponding parts against the non-rigid deformation, whereas they rely on hand-crafting the effective features and extracting parts information. Designing features need empirical experiences and expert knowledge, and accurate detection results in time consumption and may fail in severe contextual scenario.
From this perspective, a natural but less explored method is to combine the advantages from both groups to deal with the inter-/intra-class variance, i.e., utilizing the metric learning method in the first group for feature learning, and utilizing the second group's idea for corresponding parts comparison. In this paper, we explore such a method by introducing patch-wise learning approach for the multiple-shot people re-identification problem. More specifically, we would like to separate the whole appearance into patches against the non-rigid deformation. And on the basis of each part, we would like to perform the metric learning to tackle the varying illumination. The proposed approach is close to approaches in the second group, by using the corresponding parts comparison. Different from the approaches in second group, we do not design hand-craft feature representation for parts against the variance caused by that of the varying illumination. Similar as the approaches in first group, we employ the distance metric learning method to obtain discriminative features for each part.
The proposed approach utilizes a predefined partition strategy to divide an image into patches. Each patch is expected to contain a certain part of the human body. By using such a partition operation, the original image of a nonrigid human body becomes patches of coarse human body parts, which can be considered as approximately rigid objects. On the basis of such a patch-based representation, re-identification can be formulated as a patch-wise set-to-set matching problem. This can efficiently reduce the ambiguity from that of the non-rigid object matching to that of the rigid object matching. And it is also able to alleviate the negative affection from the errors of body part detection. Under such a patch-based representation, different patches will contain different body parts. As a result, different metrics should be adapted for measuring the different patches, and different patches contribute differently to the re-identification goal. We thus propose to learn patch-wise distance metrics and their corresponding weights. Benefiting from the small feature space of the patches, during patch-wise distance metric learning, it is possible to include stronger constraints. This enables us to obtain high-quality distance metrics, which can further improve the re-identification performance.
The main contribution of this paper is three-fold: (1) we formulate multiple-shot re-identification task as a patchwise set-to-set matching problem; (2) we proposed patchwise learning approach to learn metrics and weights for each patch (body part); (3) we evaluated the proposed approaches and confirmed its superior performance experimentally.
Re-Identification by Patch-Wise Learning
In this section, we formulate multiple-shot re-identification task as a set-to-set matching problem and introduce the patch-wise metric learning approach to address it.
Given a training dataset D that consists of N images of K people obtained from C (C ≥ 2) camera views, each image is divided into P patches. For a specific patch p,
} indicates all the corresponding patch instances in D, where x c n ∈ ℜ d is the feature representation of patch p on image n captured from camera view c, and y n specifies the person's identity. The similarity between x i and x j can thus be measured using a Mahalanobis distance 
Patch-Wise Matching
Given a probe person Q with multiple images and a candidate person I from the U gallery people, we first partition each image into P patches. Then, the images of the probe person and the images of the candidate person can be represented as two sets of patch instances Q = {D 
(1)
) denotes the patch-wise set-toset distance between Q and I with respect to the patch i. A small distance reveals high similarity. α i is the corresponding weighting parameter and it indicates the i-th patch's proportional contribution to the set-to-set similarity.
In previous studies [20] , [21] , the set-to-set distance is calculated using images on the structure boundary. This is based on the hypothesis that images on the boundary can well reflect the variations of the whole image set. However, because such a hypothesis is inconsistent with the situation caused by the inter-/intra-class variance issue, and also because using only boundary images in the matching process usually leads to a loss of information, we introduce a new definition of the set-to-set distance s i (D To simplify the discussion, in the following sections we focus on a specific patch and remove the patch notation 
where d M is the Mahalanobis distance function parameterized by the distance metric M, and
and can be easily found using the k-NN rule.
To take into account the structure of the whole image set, when measuring the similarity of a probe instance x Q j and a gallery instance x I k , we also utilize a weighting operator to make use of the effectiveness of the rest instances in D I . Specifically, we use the exponential kernel
to weight the distance between x and x ′ , where δ is the kernel width that determines the size of the local structure. Then, the weight operator is defined by the following formulation:
where
, and x l ∈ D I . In Eq. (3), h s corresponds to the indicator functions mentioned at the start of this section, and h s (k, l) = 1 indicates that x I l is sharing the same person identity as x I k in D I . Finally, the patch-wise set-to-set distance is defined as:
On the basis of the set-to-set distance, the patch-wise set-to-set matching can be performed as Eq. (1) for reidentification. The whole process can be summarized as in Algorithm 1. Given the probe images and the gallery images, to determine the re-identification solution using Eq. (1), P pairs of distance metrics M i and weighting parameters α i should be appropriately estimated. In following section, we introduce the patch-wise learning method for the desired distance metrics.
Patch-Wise Learning
Multiple-shot re-identification generally has to address two types of variances: inter-class and intra-class variances. In patch-wise metric learning, we aim to simultaneously maximize the inter-class variance and minimize the intra-class variance in the induced feature space.
In order to further tackle the inter-/intra-class variance issue on the partitioned patches, we define the essential objective function consisting of three terms: J 1 (M) measures the distance between instances of the same person, regardless of the instances captured in same or different camera views; J 2 (M) only measures the distance between instances of the same person that are captured in different camera views; and J 3 (M) measures the distance between instances of different person. Furthermore, with similar considerations as in Eq. (4), we utilize W s to weight distances when calculating the above three terms. Meanwhile, we also introduce another weighting operator to address the intra-class variance caused by inter-camera differences:
. (5) In Eq. (5), j and k denotes different patch instances, and d M is the distance metric that needs to be estimated. Intuitively, W c can be utilized to weight the distance from x j to x k with the rest instances, which share the same person identity (h s (k, l) = 1) as well as the camera view (h c (k, l) = 1) with x k . With W c ( j, k), the three previously mentioned distances are defined as
The objective function can then be expressed as
Eq. (7) minimizes J 1 (M) and J 2 (M) terms while maximizes J 3 (M) term. This ensures that instances of the same person are close to each other and that instances of different people are far away from each other. J 2 (M) is specifically designed to suppress the intra-class variance introduced by different camera views. ζ and η are trade-off parameters for the three distances.
The high-dimension representation leads to large distance metric, which will result in complex model and increase the over-fitting risk. In order to tackle the drawback, we attempt to perform the low-rank matrix analysis on the distance metric, and to obtain a low-rank metric against the high-dimension feature representation. Specifically, we employ the L2-norm of M as the regularization term in the objective function. To simplify the optimization, we carry out the estimation in the logistic regression formulation, which leads to the following optimization problem:
λ is introduced to control the strength of the penalty on M. We constrain λ > 0 to emphasize the positive effectiveness of the regularization.
Note that Eq. (8) is not convex with respect to the distance metric M. Using gradient descent directly usually leads to a local minimum but not to a good global solution.
In this work, we use fixed-point recursion method to solve Eq. (8) for M. Specifically, in each iteration, W s ( j, k) and W c ( j, k) are first computed using the previous estimation of M; M is then updated by solving Eq. (8) . Given that M can be decomposed via eigen-decomposition as M = AΛA T = ΓΓ T , where Γ = AΛ (1/2) , M can be updated using Γ with the following simple rule:
A learning rate γ is introduced for controlling the learning process. Note that although Eq. (8) is not convex, each iteration addresses a convex problem. After updating metric M, the distance between instances x j and x k may change.
On the other hand, W s ( j, k), W c ( j, k) and J(M) should be recomputed using the new metric. The iterations are carried out until convergence. The whole optimization procedure is presented in Algorithm 2.
Once the learning of all the patch-wise distance metrics is performed, the corresponding weighting parameters ⃗ α = {α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α P } in Eq. (1) can be estimated through crossvalidation.
Experiment
In this section, we evaluate the proposed patch-wise learning approach using the public datasets to analyze its performance. We first introduce the evaluation criteria and subsequently present the experimental results.
Datasets
We choose ETHZ [22] , CAVIAR4REID [16] , and Person Re-ID 2011 [23] datasets to evaluate our approach. These datasets are considered as the most challenging ones for benchmarking people re-identification approaches.
The ETHZ dataset was originally prepared for pedestrian detection. It consists of three video sequences: SEQ1 (83 people, 4, 857 images), SEQ2 (35 people, 1, 936 images), and SEQ3 (28 people, 1, 762 images) captured from moving cameras. The large variation of lighting condition and frequent occurring of partial occlusion make this dataset popular for testing the practical performance of people reidentification methods [7] , [16] . In our experiment, evaluations are done on each sequence, and the results are calculated for each sequence respectively as in [3] , [24] . We also summarized the average results of the three sequences to show the overview performance as a reference.
The CAVIAR4REID dataset was extracted from the CAVIAR dataset by Cheng et al., consisting of 72 people with a total number of 1, 220 images. Images of 50 people were observed in both camera views, while images of 22 people were observed in only one camera view. These images were selected by maximizing the variance with respect to the resolution, illumination, occlusion, and posture [16] , which makes the dataset a very challenging one. Similar as in [5] , [7] , [9] , we choose all the 72 people in the experiments. The 20 people, captured by the same camera view, are also included with the consideration of challenges on wide range of posture, real surveillance footage, and wide range of resolution.
The Person Re-ID 2011 dataset was also particularly created for evaluating people re-identification approaches. In this dataset, images were extracted from two nonoverlapped static cameras and were with significantly different illumination condition and background environment. The dataset consists of 385 people from one camera view and 749 people from the other camera view, with 200 people are shared by both camera views. In order to perform the enclosure re-identification (i.e., the probe person will definitely appear in gallery) [23] , we used images of 200 people who have appeared in both camera views.
Feature Representation
Following the partitioning process, we compute several visual features for each patch, including dense color histogram, dense SIFT, color layout descriptor (CLD), edge histogram descriptor (EHD), histogram of gradient (HOG), Gabor filters, and local binary pattern (LBP) [25] . These features characterize the color, shape and texture of person representations. Due to different patch setting and different size of patches, we carry out a flexible dimension reduction strategy. We keep feature representation if the dimension is smaller than d c . If the dimension is higher, we perform the principal component analysis (PCA) on each type of feature to retain about 90% energy. We then normalize these features zero mean and unit variance, and subsequently concatenate them to form the raw feature representation. If the dimension is still larger than d c , we perform the PCA again to retain the top d c components. We employ d c as the criterion with two considerations: on the one hand, a relative larger feature representation can preserve the potential effective features for different patches; on the other hand, a large feature representation leads to large distance metric, which will result in complex computation in eigen-decomposition. During the experiments, we observe d c = 4, 000 can achieve good balance. The feature dimensions before and after reduction are summarized in Table 1 .
Experiment Method
An experimental setting similar to that used in previous studies [5] , [24] is employed here. For each dataset, images of half of all the people are used as the training set; images of the remaining people are used as the testing set. L images of each person from each target testing set are taken to generate the probe set. L different images of each person are randomly selected to generate the gallery set. For the ETHZ SEQ1 -3 datasets, the probe set and the gallery set are generated by selecting images from the head and tail of each sequence, whereas for the CAVIAR4REID and Re-ID 2011 datasets, the images with different camera views are selected as the probe and gallery images. The re-identification experiment is then performed by matching the gallery set to the probe set. The evaluation using cumulative matching characteristic (CMC) curve is popular in re-identification tasks. It represents the expectation of obtaining correct match in top n candidates. As in most people re-identification studies [2] , [4] , [5] , [13] , we use CMC curves to show the performance of re-identification. The area under the curve (AUC) and proportion of uncertain removed (PUR) [26] are also employed to accommodate the information of performance across the CMC curves.
In the experiments, we empirically set the kernel width as δ = 0.2, the trade-off parameter as ζ = 0.8, η = 1.4, and λ = 0.7. The number of images L is set to five, similar to that in [24] . Note again that because the proposed approach is a learning-based method, half of the people in each dataset are used as the testing set; therefore, the gallery sizes for the five datasets SEQ1, SEQ2, SEQ3, CAVIAR4REID, and Re-ID are set as 42, 18, 14, 36, and 100, respectively. We repeat the experiments 20 times and determine the average performances as the results.
Experiment Results
In this work, each image is partitioned into P patches. There are many possible partition strategies, each with different properties in capturing the local information of an image. When using a large number of patches, corresponding patches will have less information of a common body part. At the same time, the learning will be more difficult to accomplish. In contrast, if the number of patches is small, the content in each patch will be less approximate to a rigid object, leaving the difficulties associated with non-rigid object matching.
In the experiments, we partitioned the appearance into patches using predefined manners. Each patch contains an approximate rigid part of human body (Fig. 1) . It should be noted, as shown in Fig. 1 , partitioned patch is not able to extract the accurate body parts. We utilized this partition strategy mainly due to the considerations that: (1) people appearance has upright prior information, therefore the partitioned image patches can cover the possible deformation range of the approximate rigid body parts; (2) the partitioned patches are in the same size, which will be convenient for extracting feature representation and metric learning. We evaluate the proposed approach with the six configurations ( Fig. 1) : holistic image (Patch-1), three patches with a ratio of 1 : 2 : 2 (Patch-3), three flexible patches with top and bottom patches centralized at two-thirds horizontally (Patch3f), five patches with a ratio of 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 (Patch-5), nine patches (Patch-9) and fifteen patches (Patch-15) with same size. The CMC performances of configurations on the six datasets are shown in Fig. 2 . The AUC curves are also plotted to indicate the overview performances for different configurations.
From the results in Fig. 2 , we can see that the performances of methods that partition the image into patches are overall superior to that of holistic image. This confirms our assumption that utilizing the patches-based representation to align comparison is the promising method for re-identification. However, how to choose a good strategy for partitioning is a difficult problem. A good solution is to create a large number of candidate partition strategies and to select a good strategy via cross-validation. In Fig. 2 , the configuration of Patch-5 obtain the best performance on the first five datasets and competitive performance in Person Re-ID datasets in the cross-validation manners. Designing a more flexible and perfect partition configuration is expected to replace the pre-defined partition, and will further benefit re-identification performance. In the following experiments we choose Patch-5 configuration to evaluate our proposed approach.
On the basis of patch-based representation, the patchwise learning is performed on the corresponding patches to further minimize the intra-class variance and maximize the inter-class variance. In order to analyze properties of the distance metric, we visualize the normalized distance metrics of different patches on the five datasets in Fig. 3 . From such a learning result, we can observe that (1) the learned metrics are sparse, which confirms that only a small subset of features are useful in re-identification; (2) the metrics show different properties for the same patches for different dataset, which shows that the learned metrics encode not only knowledge about specific patches but also knowledge about specific datasets; and (3) the metrics learned for different patches for the same dataset show different properties, which reflects our assumption that different patches have different properties and thus contribute differently to the re-identification task.
To confirm the quality of the metrics learned by the proposed patch-wise learning approach, we conduct reidentification experiments using these learned metrics. For a comparison, we also perform the same experiment using other metrics. Specifically, we implemented non-learningbased metrics, including the L1 distance (L1) and Euclidean distance (L2), as well as learning-based metrics, such as the large margin nearest neighbors (LMNN) [27] , informationtheoretic metric learning (ITML) [28] , relevant components analysis (RCA) [29] , and neighborhood component analysis (NCA) [30] . The re-identification results for the above metrics are shown in Fig. 4 . The normalized AUC and PUR are summarized in Table 2 .
The results in Fig. 4 and Table 2 show that the distance metrics learned by the proposed approach outperforms all other distance metrics. It achieves greater than 10% performance gains when compared with the non-learning-based L1 and Euclidean distance. Considerable improvement can also be confirmed when compared with the metrics learned by the LMNN, ITML, RCA, and NCA method. Because the comparisons are performed under the same matching framework, we believe that the performance gains are due to the learning criteria. The methods such as ITML and RCA suffer from multi-modal distribution problems and fail to address irrelevant features in the high-dimensional space. However, the proposed approach includes additional constraints to minimize the intra-class variance and to maximize the inter-class variance and is therefore able to obtain a better solution.
The set-to-set matching is performed in patch-wise matching manner. In order to confirm its superior, we compare the proposed patch-wise matching with other set-to-set matching methods. In the experiments, we use the average distance (AvgDist) between the two sets, and pairwise distances (Pairwise) of each instance in the two sets as the measurements. We also choose mutual subspace method (MSM) [31] , affine hull based image set distance (AHISD), convex hull based image set distance (CHISD) [20] , and manifold-manifold distance (MMD) [32] as the comparisons. The CMC curves on the six datasets are shown in the Fig. 5 . The normalized AUC and PUR are summarized in Table 3 .
The comparison are conducted in the same experimental setting, i.e., the set-to-set matching methods measure the corresponding patches and the patch-wise distances are subsequently summed as the similarity measurement of the two sets. From the results in Fig. 5 and Table 3 , we can see the proposed patch-wise matching consistently achieves the best performances on the six datasets. Comparing to AvgDist and Pairwise distance, patch-wise matching gains nearly 20% improvements. Notice that the performance of MMD degrades greatly because of its manifold assumption in the induced feature space. The performance of MSM is competitive to that of AHISD and CHISD. However, such geometric model methods still fail due to their disregard of inter-/intra-class variance issue.
Finally, we employ the state-of-the-art methods of people re-identification approaches for further comparison † . These methods include partial least squares (PLS) [33] , symmetry-driven accumulation of local features (SDALF) [3] , probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA) [34] , sparse approximated nearest points (SANP) [21] , local distance comparison (LDC) [24] , and adaptive metric learning (Adaptive) [35] . The CMC results on the six datasets are plot in Fig. 6 , the normalized AUC and PUR are summarized in Table 4 . The CMC results in Fig. 6 and normalized AUC and PUR in Table 4 show the advantages of our proposed approach for people re-identification. The proposed approach not only shows the better re-identification performance (CMC results) but also is able to be generic across different rank accuracy (normalized AUC and PUR). PLS and PPCA are sensitive to learning data and cannot adapt to the situation where people appearance vary greatly, as in CAVIAR4REID and Person Re-ID dataset. SDALF encodes the high level spatial and features information, but it does emphasize the inter-/intra-class variance issue of people appearance. SANP dynamically choose representative points of the image sets, however the intra-class variance of the holistic image representation make it is difficult to retrieve the image set structure. Our proposed approach consistently achieves the best performance on the five datasets and the 2nd best performance on ETHZ SEQ3 dataset. The performance of our approach are competitive to that of adaptive metric learning method, which is based on local distance comparison and further utilizes the existing datasets to assist the target task. Since all the methods in the experiments utilize the same feature representation, we can confirm that the proposed approach is able to better perform people reidentification in different and difficult real-world scenarios.
Parameter Discussion
There are several parameters used in the proposed approach. In this section, we further study how these parameter settings can affect the re-identification performance. L2-norm vs. L1-norm In Eq. (8), we use ∥ · ∥ 2 , i.e., sum of squares matrix entries, of the distance metric as the regularization term. The L2-norm formulation is the squared form of Frobenius norm:
where δ k is the singular value of M, and M * is the conjugate transpose of M. The L2-norm and Frobenius norm have been demonstrated that they can also be used in approximations of low-rank matrix analysis [36] , [37] . However, it should be noted that L1-norm, i.e., sum of absolute matrix entries, is much more effective for low-rank matrix optimization. In this work, we choose the L2-norm with the following considerations. (1) Because the distance metric M is constrained as symmetric and semi-positive definite, its eigenvalues are expected to be non-negative during the eigen-decomposition. The L2-norm is able to ensure the constraints, and it can be conveniently solved using gradient descent method. (2) Due to the computation complexity, using L1-norm takes much more time during the optimization. In the experiments, we observe in each iteration, using L2-norm needs around 20 sub-iterations to update M, while using L1-norm needs hundreds sub-iterations. (3) We carry out the experiments using L1-norm as the regularization on the Patch-5 setting. The AUC and PUR of re-identification are summarized in Table 5 . As indicated in Table 5 , the per- formance of L1-norm is better than that of L2-norm on the CAVIAR4REID and Person Re-ID dataset. Nevertheless, it does not show obvious superior performance overall on all datasets. (4) We intend to obtain the low-rank distance metric in the optimization. However, the low-rank matrix is not the ultimate objective. We employ the low-rank matrix analysis to emphasize the effective features for different patches, and to finally improve re-identification accuracy.
On the other hand, as the results shown in Fig. 3 , we can still achieve the low-rank distance metric by using L2-norm as the regularization. Trade-off parameter ζ and η We introduce ζ and η to trade off J 2 (M) and J 3 (M) terms in Eq. The rank 1 performance on the six datasets is depicted in Fig. 7 . From the results, we can observe that: when η increases, the rank 1 performance on ETHZ dataset becomes better overall. While as ζ increases, the rank 1 performance on CAVIAR4REID becomes better. Especially as both ζ and η increasing, the performance on the Person Re-ID dataset achieves great improvement. k in patch-wise matching Another important parameter is the k used in Eq. (4) for patch-wise matching. The k parameter has been affected by several factors: how many images used in for each person; the number of local neighbours involved in Eq. (3) and Eq. (5); the configuration of patch setting; whether the patch-wise learning is well performed; and it also closely related to the context of specific dataset. Therefore, the k should be chosen carefully and wisely. In above experiments, we set k = 3 associating each person with 5 images in each camera view. All the 5 image are considered as the local neighbours in Eq. (3) and Eq. (5). We also perform the patch-wise matching using different k (k = [1 : 1 : 5]) with all the six patch partition settings on the six datasets. The AUC and PUR of the re-identification are summarized in Table. 6. From the results, we can see the best performance (marked by boldface), among the six patch settings on the different dataset, differs according to the different k. Although most of the best performance are concentrated in k = 1, the performance varies trivially (< 1% variance) over all six settings. These results, from another perspective, demonstrate the effectiveness of our patch-wise learning method: after patch-wise learning, the instances of the same person stay close, while the instances of different person are far apart.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a patch-wise learning based approach to deal with the multiple shot people re-identification task. In the proposed approach, re-identification is formulated as a patch-wise set-to-set matching problem, with each patch set being matched using a specifically learned Mahalanobis distance metric. In this way, on the one hand, the ambiguousness of a non-rigid matching problem is well moderated to the rigid one; on the other hand, more strengthened constraints can be included in learning process for high-quality distance metric learning. Experiments on public dataset confirm that our approach is competitive to the state-of-the-art. In the future work, we will focus on designing effective patches partition strategy. Another interesting future topic related to this work is to combine the patch information and the holistic information together to conduct multiple-shot re-identification.
